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Senior Judges Report 
 

Name of Track      Western Fair London 

Date     Monday, 30 Apr 2018 Post Time 18:15 

Weather   Race 1 - 10: Clear (Temp: 15 deg. C) 

Track Condition Race 1 - 10: Fast 

No of Races 10 Number of 
qualifying races  

 Total Entries  76 

Mutual Handle 
$283,204 

 

Contact  
Vet     

  Paddock 
Meeting 

  Track  
Maintenance Meeting 

  Investigator  
Visit 

  Outgoing Senior  
Judge Update 

  

 

Senior Judge Associate Judge Associate Judge 

McCoag, Neil Hughes, Larry Arrand,Brian 

Report on day’s events:  

(Accidents, claims, fines and/or suspensions, objections and/or disqualifications, refunds and any other pertinent incidents)  …. 

Backsstretch 
 
Benoit Frenette also present 
 
Fred McGuire in to complain about a horse that he wanted to purchase that was in 
to go last Friday and was a vet scratch lame. Apperantly someone else has 
purchased the horse and Mr. McGuire isn't happy about it. 
 
Mike Dimmers was in for judge’s signatures on his application to pursue his trainer’s 
license. 
 
Races 
 
R1-Reviewed actions of the #8 DMJOHNWICK (G. McKnight) that got rough gaited 
before the ¾. Interference charted to the #6 Daliator (G. Dustin). No placings 
required. 
 
R2-Inquiry before ¾. #7 OUT THINK EM (D. Rankin) makes a break finished third. 
No violations of the breaking rules. https://youtu.be/0TgVl0yTq5g 
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R3-Reviewed breaking horses in the first turn. #3 Adventure Ahead (House) makes 
a break causing interference breaks to  #8 Whole lot of Sugar (Day) and #4 Tinas 
War ( McKnight) and interference to #5 (Shepherd) and #7 (Kelly). No placings 
required. 
 
R4-Clear 
 
R5-Clear 
 
R6-Clear 
 
R7-#5 HUSSYS BLU BOY (Travis Henry) given an “I” in the stretch. #5 moves 
inward under right handed urging, then corrects to avoid further contact with the 
wheel of #6 (Battin). 
 
R8-Inquiry @ ¼. #6 TOMMITTA BAYAMA ( G. Rooney) sitting in the two hole made 
a break and fell unseating his driver and causing interference to the rest of the field 
except for the lead horse #4(P.Mackenzie). Lights and Siren failed to work due to a 
loose wire however all horses pulled up after the ½.The #6 horse continued loose 
for several minutes after everyone pulled up. Race declared a NO CONTEST. 
Refund amount $29,456 https://youtu.be/se23ksP7acc 
 
R9-Clear 
 
R10-Driver breath analysis retest. Reviewed break of the #2 JUSTALITTLE LUCK 
(Steward) in the stretch and interference given to #5 (Shepherd) and #7 (Horner) 
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